CULTUREWAVES SNAPSHOT:
COVID-19 AND ENTERTAINMENT
The CultureWaves team has been monitoring the unprecedented change that the pandemic has wrought
across all categories and is actively watching how both consumers and brands are adapting. By looking
ahead at how behavior is evolving, alongside of how behavior changed during the Recession (2008-09),
we are creating category-wide explorations of changes, impact points, and behavior shifts.

WHAT WE’RE PAYING ATTENTION TO:

WHAT’S GETTING ATTENTION:

The rise of streaming services being used as community
unifiers and ways to connect online.

Software platforms designed for meetings and
gaming being repurposed as entertainment platforms,
as consumers create their own digital entertainment.

Celebrities creating their own content
streams on social and streaming media

Artists creating intimate performance
sessions inside of their own homes

Major brands releasing blockbuster
movies and video games early,
as well as indefinite delays

A focus on positivity, fun, and
relaxation in entertainment

A new level of attention being paid to virtual reality and VR
accessibility as quarantines keep consumers in their homes.

A focus on eSports and online competitions as major league
sports are currently included in the shutdown.

Family-friendly apps designed to keep everyone
connected and engaged including streaming,
music discovery, and craft platforms.

EMERGING:
1

A redefinition of experiences as brands and services pivot from
in-person immersion to digital events

2

Digital versions of traditional rites of passage including prom,
birthday parties, and graduation celebrations

3

A digital exploration of escapism and comfort to improve mental health

A resurgence in consumer-created virtual theme park
and travel tours using POV videos.

Industry-wide changes to release rules, policies,
and foundational structure as the entertainment
adapts to an in-home, remote experience.

www.culturewaves.net | hello@culturewaves.net

CultureWaves® has been collecting and categorizing consumer behavior evidence through its proprietary software for more
than a dozen years. We help understand your target’s core motivators and needs, answering “why” and “what’s next.”
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